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Introduction
Okinawa Prefecture’s economy is very strong. Economic growth in China and other
Asian nations has expanded in a multi-tiered fashion often referred to as a “flying goose pattern,”
lifting the number of foreign tourists and companies as well as the amount of foreign investment
heading to Okinawa.
Although the U.S. military bases on Okinawa defined the postwar society and economy,
dependency on these bases which used to 56.8% in 1957 prior to reversion, currently stands at
5% (Figure 23) and their presence has significantly declined. Although the bases bring
employment and consumption, they are not a business enterprise or other such economic entity,	
 
so they do not grow based on market principles and are fixed to the extent that their budgets do
not increase such that their ratio within the economy has declined. Consequently, the more the
Okinawan economy develops, the lower the ratio of dependency on these bases is. The
redevelopment of returned U.S. military base sites have been very active with large commercial
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facilities, luxury hotels and other such enterprises locating in such areas. The main reason for
this is the dynamism of Asia, which has led to an increase in foreign tourists and propelled
companies that are looking toward the Asian market.
Comparing the economic impact before and after reversion, we see that the latter far
surpasses the former in both micro- and macro-economic aspects. This has brought about a
paradigm shift in the views concerning the bases. Previously, security, crime, accidents and
other social aspects were mainly discussed, while economic issues are emphasized at present.
This paper surveys Okinawa’s economy by looking beyond dependency on the bases to
incorporate Asian dynamism, develop and be valuable in revitalizing Japan’s economy.
1. Okinawa Prefecture’s Asia Econom ic Strategic Initiative	
 
W hy is the Asia Econom ic Strategic Initiative N ecessary? (Purpose)
The Japanese economy, which is currently confronting a decreasing population, will
inevitably have to reduce its dependence on the domestic market and expand in search of other
markets overseas, including Asia where remarkable growth has been seen. It will no longer be
able to economically survive unless the economic and social framework incorporates the whole
world, including Asia. In addition, Okinawa will eventually have to address the urgent issues of
the upcoming population decline. Therefore, it is critical to incorporate Asia’s dynamism and
bring about Okinawa’s self-sustainability and development, such as overseas expansion and
establishment of relationship and networks, especially with Asia.
Okinawa maintains a geographical superiority as a “bridgehead to Asia” with its central
location, and, moreover, has a comparative advantage in terms of “soft power” that attracts
people with its history, natural features and culture.
The economies of Asian nations, including China, have grown rapidly and expanded.
Okinawa Prefecture must respond appropriately and on a suitable scale so as to create and
develop businesses and industries with operations extending across Asia.
The purpose underlying the formulation of this initiative is to set out a specific strategy
that will complement, strengthen and promote measures related to Okinawa’s 21st Century
Vision and incorporate Asia’s dynamism while increasing Okinawa’s comparative advantage
and growth potential, thereby accelerating Okinawa’s development.
Asia’s Dynam ism
In Asia, a pattern of growth has been seen repeatedly. The foundation of Asia’s
dynamism has been that the entire region, rather than a single country has seen a wave of
development that spreads from one country to other countries where wages are lower. A
phenomenon has been observed where the production of a certain product begins in country A,
then is moved to country B and thereafter to country C. In the search for lower wages, economic
growth has leaped from advanced nations to semi-developed nations and then to less-developed
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nations. This pattern of development is multi-tiered and has disseminated from Japan to NIEs,
ASEAN, China and then Myanmar. Because it has appeared to be like a wild goose repeatedly
extending its wings to fly, it has come to be called the “flying goose pattern.”
The increase in such development and the accompanying expansion are referred to as
“Asia’s dynamism.” Of course, individual countries in Asia face issues, but, when the region is
viewed as a whole, it is expected to grow and expand in the future as well. Expansion of the
middle class and emergence of a wealthy class has also been seen. It is vital that Okinawa
develop in cooperation with Asian economies.
Figure 1. Flying Goose Pattern

Source: Chi Hung KWAN, “Has the Rise of China and Advance of the IT Revolution Ruined the Flying Goose Pattern? A Look at the
Competitiveness of Chinese Products in the U.S. Market,” Research Institute of Economy, Trade and Industry

The Asian Development Bank projects that the GDP of Asia as a whole, which was $22
trillion in 2013, will rise to $174 trillion in 2050, which means that per capita GDP also will
increase from $10,078 to $40,800. Asia’s share of world GDP is also projected to rise from 29% to
52% over the same period. Asia will account for the majority of global growth such that the
Asian century will arrive in a literal sense.
Figure 2. Scenarios for the Asian Econom y

Source: Executive	
  Summary of “ASIA2050	
  Realizing	
  the Asian	
  Century,” Asian Development Bank 2011
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Okinawa’s Developm ent Potential
Today, much attention is focused on Okinawa’s potential to develop. “Aviation,
energy as well as m anufacturing industries and as-yet-unknown advanced
technology businesses have begun to m ake headway. People and m oney are flowing
in from around the world to realize this potential. Okinawa is no longer the
frontier of Japan. The center of Asia is approaching Okinawa.” (Nikkei Business,
Special Feature: Okinawa’s Economic Bloc: Impact of New Industries Attracting Asia, Double
Issue August 6 and 13, 2012)
The Japanese economy, which is now facing a population decline, will inevitably have to
reduce its dependence on the domestic market and expand in search of other markets overseas,
including Asia where remarkable growth has been seen, and it will no longer be able to hold its
own unless the economic and social framework extends across Asia. In addition, Okinawa will
eventually have to address the urgent issues of the coming population decline, overseas
expansion overseas into Asia as well and the construction of relationships and networks.
Okinawa possesses, to a sufficient degree, elements providing it with a comparative
advantage through its “soft power” and proximity as a “bridgehead to Asia,” and has a high
potential for expansion. If those elements are actualized, then not only will the Okinawan
economy be self-sustaining, but it will also be helpful to revitalizing Japan’s economy as has
been clearly expressed in the Japanese government’s Basic Okinawa Promotion Plan. As was
also reported by the Nikkei Business magazine, Okinawa’s potential continues to be
acknowledged by the market.
Both the Okinawa 21st Century Vision and the Okinawa 21st Century Vision Basic Plan,
whose purpose is to realize that vision of the future, point to the “construction of a robust and
flexible self-supporting economy serving as a bridge between Japan and the world”: “Taking into
account how the global economy continues to evolve and the driving force of global economic
growth is shifting toward Asia, it is extremely important that policies be strategically developed
with a broad view of both Asia and the world for intra-regional industries and industries
exporting outside the region that support the prefectural economy so as to develop an attractive
investment environment and entice investment into the prefecture, and to utilize and develop
human resources, traditional culture, nature, biological resources and Okinawa’s various other
resources which underpin the development of a diverse range of industries.”
These circumstances must be taken into consideration in formulating the Asia
Economic Strategic Initiative as well as specific policies and strategies indicated that lead to
independence and development such that Okinawa Prefecture incorporates the dynamism of
Asia.
Overview of Key Strategies
Okinawa Prefecture has rolled out five key strategies which serve as cornerstones
providing the driving force for Okinawa’s economy into the future. These are implemented along
4

with four industrial growth strategies which promote new growth by incorporating the Asian
market and five promotion function which promote growth with the aim of realizing a range of
policies. These measures will enable the creation of new mainstay industries that incorporate
Asian and other markets, as well as further develop existing industries, work to construct a
robust industrial structure, improve the incomes of prefectural residents, and develop Okinawa
into an international business metropolis that is able to contribute to the development of Japan
and Asia.
Figure 3. Asia Econom ic Strategic Initiative
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Five Key Strategies
【 Key Strategy I 】
Formation of an internationally competitive distribution hub
co nnecting Asia
~ Establish Okinawa’s position as a unique Asian regional hub in
pursuit of speed and quality ~
【 Key Strategy II 】
Realization of a world-class tourist resort destination
~ Advance tourism-related industries to a new growth stage ~
【 Key Strategy III 】
Formation of an aviatio n-related industry cluster
~ Develo p industries whose focus is aircraft maintenance incorporating
the increasing demand fo r aviation in Asia ~
【 Key Strategy IV 】
Formation of Asia’s le ading international telecommunications “smart
hub”
~ Strategically utilize the telecommunications industry to contribute
to the creation of new value in other industries ~
【 Key Strategy V 】
Promotion of new manufacturing industry connecting Okinawa to Asia
~ Establish new manufacturing industrie s that develop human

Four Industrial Grow th Strategies

【In d ustrial G ro wth Strategy A 】
Agri cul tu re, fo restry, fish eri es and li ve sto ck i ndustrie s
【In d ustrial G ro wth Strategy B 】
Advan ced me d ical, he althc are and bio techn ol og y i ndustri es
【In d ustrial G ro wth Strategy C 】
En viro nm en tal and e ne rgy i nd ustrie s
【In d ustrial G ro wth Strategy D 】
L ocal ind u stri es and reg io nal i nfrastructur e in du stri es
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Five Promotion Functio ns

【 Promotion Function A 】Establish “Platform Okinawa,” a business networking hub
in Asia
~ Proactively support companies and other enterprises to expand overseas through
the establishment of hubs in Asia ~
【 Promotion Function B 】Establish Okinawa as a business concierge
~ Maintain a liaison function for information linking Asia and Okinawa ~
【 Promotion Function C 】Develop human resources having a global outlook and are
focused on Asia
~ Raise the level of intermediate and middle tier personnel and develop experts who
will drive industrial promotion in Okinawa Prefecture ~
【 Promotion Function D 】Implement deregulation and systematic reforms to capture
Asia’s dynamism
~ Strengthen industrial competitiveness and aim to be a business hub in Asia ~
【 Promotion Function E 】 Link seamlessly with sea, air and land transportation
systems in Asia
~ Establish eight speedy and highly convenient transportation systems that
accelerate the exchange of people and goods as well as stimulates the development of
various industries ~

2. Current State of Okinawa’s Econom y
・ Business Conditions
The recent Okinawan economy is in very good shape. According to the Bank of Japan’s
quarterly economic survey on business conditions, Okinawa Prefecture has largely
surpassed the country as a whole during the past few years. According to the most recent
data (December 14, 2016), Okinawa Prefecture achieved a score of 37 while the country as a
whole was at 7, and this gap has tended to grow wider.
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Figure 4. Bank of Japan’s Quarterly Econom ic Survey (Tankan)

Bank of Japan's Quarterly Economic Survey (Tankan)
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・ Gross Prefectural Production
Gross prefectural production also has been on the increase, and per capita prefectural
income has also shown favorable signs. On the other hand, the national economy has been
unable to break out of a deflationary spiral, plunged into a population decline in 2008, and
has seen its gross national product trend downward.

Figure 4. Gross Prefectural Production	
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Source: Prepared based on the list of Japanese prefectures by GDP available on the Okinawa Prefecture website
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http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/toukeika/accounts/accounts_index.html

Figure 5. N om inal Gross Dom estic Product	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
 
Unit: One Million Yen

Source: Prepared based on National Account data available from the Bureau of Statistics of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications http://www.stat.go.jp/data/nihon/03.htm

・ Per Capita Prefectural Incom e
Per capital prefectural income had been the lowest of all prefectures in Japan for many
years after Okinawa’s reversion. However, since 2009, it has been taken on a V-shaped
recovery and risen.
Figure 6. Per Capita Prefectural Incom e

Source: Prepared based on income available for Okinawa Prefecture Municipalities
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http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/toukeika/ctv/ctv_index.html

・ N om inal Growth Rate
Looking at the growth rate, the entire country experienced a dramatic drop precipitated by
the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy in 2008. However, there was relatively little impact on
Okinawa, which saw only a slight downturn. Subsequently, Okinawa Prefecture recovered along
with the Japanese economy, but Okinawa Prefecture outshined the rest of the country with a
remarkable 3.344% nominal growth rate compared to 1.8% for the country as a whole.
Figure 7. N om inal Growth Rate
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・ U nem ploym ent Rate
Okinawa’s unemployment rate, which had been in a severe state for many years, was
3% in September 2016, and has shown signs of improving further. The ratio of job offers to
applicants surpassed the 1 mark in June 2016 and has trended favorably.
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Figure 8. U nem ploym ent Rate
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Figure 9. Effective Job Openings to Applicant Ratio

Based on the Okinawa Labour Bureau’s “Labour Market Movements” for July 2016
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http://okinawa-roudoukyoku.jsite.mhlw.go.jp/library/okinawa-roudoukyoku/antei/H28/roudoushijou/2807_shijounougoki_1.pdf
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3. Industrial Developm ent
(1)	
 

Tourism Industry
The annual number of tourists visiting Okinawa in the years immediately after the

prefecture reverted to Japan in 1972 was around 400,000 to 500,000. This number steadily
rose thereafter, and, notwithstanding some intermittent declines, has currently topped over 7
million and is still rising.
Figure 10. N um ber of Tourists Visiting Okinawa Prefecture

Source: Okinawa Prefecture website
http://www.pref.okinawa.lg.jp/site/bunka-sports/kankoseisaku/14736.html

The number of foreign tourists visiting Okinawa has rapidly increased. from 301,400 in
2011 to 1,670,300 last year, an increase of 550%. Nationwide the number of foreign tourists
visiting Japan rose 320% to 19,737,409 (according to the Japan National Tourism Organization),
yet Okinawa has significantly outdistanced the country as a whole in terms of its growth rate.
When domestic tourists are added to this figure, the number of visitors to Okinawa is 7,936,300.
Tourism, a leading sector of the Okinawa economy, looks promising. Along with development of
the Asian economy, the affluent class has expanded, and tourists have even been seen arriving
in Okinawa on private jets. Ensuring that there is sufficient parking area for these private jets
has also been included in Okinawa Prefecture’s Asia Economic Strategic Initiative. MICE
startups and a second runway at Naha airport are soon to be realized as Okinawa’s tourism
industry enters another dimension.
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Figure 11. Foreign Tourists on a Private Jet

Source: Prepared based on http://www.afpbb.com/articles/-/3023415、http://www.afpbb.com/articles/-/3023415

Figure 12. N um ber of Foreign Tourists
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Backdrop behind the Increase in Foreign Tourists
Of course, development of the economies of Asian nations, principally China, has
provided the foundation for this increase in foreign tourists. According to the Asian development
Bank, GDP for the whole of Asia will rise from $22 trillion in 2013 to an estimated $174 trillion
by 2050. Asia is forecast to increase its share of world GDP from 29% to 59%, which is more than
half global GDP. The shadow of the Chinese economy, which has overtaken Japan in terms of
GDP and become the number two economy worldwide, has been a concern. China has insisted
that it has entered a “new norm” shifting from quantity to quality, but, there are additional
14

worries such as the disparity between urban and regional areas, the declining birthrate and
aging population due to China’s one child policy. In addition, there have been concerns about
market transparency and similar issues, which have been reflected in the collapse in stock
prices in Shanghai and other events. It is patently evident that the economy is slowing down.
Nevertheless, China has strong fundamentals, and its economy will not be overturned in any
profound way.
In Asia, repeated bursts of growth have been seen over and over again. The
development wave has repeatedly risen affecting not just in one country, but spreading to other
low-wage countries in a “flying goose pattern” that has become the foundation for Asian
dynamism. In their pattern of development, Asian countries are connected in a multi-tiered
fashion reaching all the way to Myanmar, the last frontier. Even if there is a slowdown in China,
Asia as a whole will likely expand.
In these Asian nations, a wealthy class and middle class are emerging. According to the
“Asia-Pacific Wealth Report 2016,” the wealthy class, which comprises households with $1
million or more in investment assets, has reached 47 million households in the Asia-Pacific
region, holding a total of $15.8 trillion in assets. As for the rate of increase of this wealthy class
in 2014, India was at the top with 26.3%, followed by China at 17.5%, then Indonesia at 15.4%
and Taiwan at 11.8%. The wealthy class in Asia has been progressively expanding.
Following on from the wealthy class, demand for tourism among the middle class has
also increased. A middle-class having annual income between approximately ¥380,000 to
roughly ¥3.8 million has increased due to the growth of emerging nations principally in Asia,
and, in 2030, 4.9 billion people, which is equivalent to approximately 60% of the world’s
population, are forecast to be included in the definition of middle-class (Nikkei Business,
January 20, 2014 edition). The demand for travel in emerging nations where the middle-class is
growing is predicted to enlist 1 billion people in 2030 and surpass the 800 million people in
advanced nations (Japan Association of Travel Agents, “Change and Outlook for Overseas
Markets”). The increase in demand in Asia for tourism has not eased.
Figure 13. N ew M iddle Class
(Table 7) Em ergence and Increase of N ew M iddle Class in Em erging N ations
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15

2030

Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, “New Middle Class Strategy: Japan Growing Along with Emerging Nations
Mainly in Asia” by the Study Group on a New Middle Class Strategy, July 2012

Figure 14. Projected N um ber of Travelers
Hundred million (people)
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Source: Japan Association of Travel Agents, “Change and Outlook for Overseas Markets”

Factors Pushing the Increase in the N um ber of Tourists
Foreign investment has led to the establishment of world-class hotels in Okinawa
Prefecture. Foreign investors naturally investigate many business opportunities around the
world and invest where the rate of return is the highest and investment may be recouped in the
shortest period of time. The fact that foreign investment has moved into Okinawa may be cited
as evidence that the market has recognized Okinawa’s potential. The standard high class resort
hotel is located along the beach. However, the Hyatt Regency, a high-class international hotel, is
located in the Makishi district in close proximity to Kokusai Street and the Makishi Public
Market. This is because Okinawa has an inherent soft power in its unique culture and climate
that attracts people. More than anything else, Okinawa’s culture is rooted in treating people
kindly and cherishing relationships and nature, and is at the opposite end of the market
principle found in large cities where cutthroat competition is rampant. There are many areas in
Asia where the sea is beautiful. However, there is nowhere else but Okinawa where such areas
are safe and people can be seen promenading late at night. In the shopping sprees which foreign
tourists go on, they buy many cosmetics, pharmaceutical products, sweets and other items, and
such purchases are premised on products safety and reliability. Because there is a soft power at
Okinawa’s foundation which is represented in health and longevity, safety and reliability, as
well as comfort and the environment, such aspects seem to hold a fascination for tourists.
Of course, one major factor has also been Okinawa’s geopolitical superiority as a
bridgehead to Asia. This has led to an increase in direct flights to and from cities throughout
16

Asia and a rapid increase in cruise ships coming into port in Okinawa. It is this sort of
foundation that has been promoted and seems to be leading the increase in foreign tourists to
Okinawa. Measures that reduce or eliminate consumption taxes have also had a favorable
impact.
Tourism Outlook W orldwide
The goal for the number of tourists set in the Okinawa 21st-Century Vision Basic Plan is
10 million, of which the target set for the number of foreign tourists is 2 million. Okinawa is
close to reaching this goal if the number of tourists continues according to the current trend, and
a new goal will need to be set. The central government has also set a new goal of 40 million
tourists and ¥8 trillion in tourist consumption by 2020 as well as 60 million foreign tourists and
¥15 trillion in tourist consumption by 2034. The number of foreign tourists has increased under
the “Tourism Vision to Support the Future of Japan.”
I would now like to examine how long this increase in the number of foreign tourists will
continue based on projections of global demand made by the United Nations World Tourism
Organization. The number of (inbound) global tourists worldwide was 940 million in 2010, and
is projected to reach 1,360,000,000 in 2020 and 1,809,000,000 in 2030, approximately 2 times
compared to 2010. Viewed by region, Europe, which is a principal tourist destination, is
projected to rise from 475.3 million to 620 million during the same period and then up to 744
million. Although this appears to be an increase, Europe’s share of the global pie will decline
from 50.6% to 41.1%. Meanwhile, in the Asia-Pacific region, these numbers are expected to rise
from 240 million to 355 million and then 535 million, and the share that Asia accounts for
globally is forecast to rise from 21.7% to 29.6%. When viewed by tourism income, Europe was
$508.9 billion in 2014 and Asia-Pacific $376.8 billion, but when viewed according to per capita
consumption, the latter is the equivalent of U.S. $1430, which is much larger than the former at
U.S. $870. Oceania had the highest per capita consumption from tourism income anywhere in
the world at U.S. $3390.
Okinawa is under pressure to implement policies and incorporate opportunities into the
intraregional economy that anticipate increasing demand for tourism globally.
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Figure 15. Forecast of the N um ber of Tourists W orldwide
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Source: Japanese version of UNWTO Tourism Highlight 2015 Edition

(2)	
 

Telecom m unications Industry
The amount produced by telecommunications-related industries in Okinawa Prefecture

reached ¥409.911 billion (as of January 1, 2016), making it the next largest leading industry
after the tourism industry (in 2015, tourism income was ¥602.214 billion). The number of
companies locating in Okinawa Prefecture from outside the prefecture, which was 52 in 2002,
jumped to 387 in 2015 and this industry is expected to develop further.
One of the five key strategies of the Asia Economic Strategic Initiative is the “formation
of Asia’s leading international telecommunications ‘smart hub’.”
In addition, submarine optical fiber cables have been laid to Okinawa, cloud data
centers established and other tangible and intangible telecommunications infrastructure
expanded, and consideration has also begun on construction of an international connection hub
for the Internet, the Global Internet Exchange (GIX), which will connect providers and network
administrators with other countries. So, there are great expectations for the creation and
expansion of businesses that make use of such infrastructure.
Until 2002, the number of newly located companies in Okinawa was 52 and 4899 people
were employed by these companies. However, by 2015, this figure had increased more than
sevenfold to 387 companies employing approximately five times the number of people or 26,627,
a tremendous expansion and development of the industry.
In terms of the types of industry, we see a steady growth in the number of software
developers, which increased from 16 to 129 companies, call centers expanded from 21 to 75,
firms and content producers also rose from one company to 63.
According to a recent data (as of January 1, 2016) released by the Information Industry
Promotion Division, Department Of Commerce, Industry and Labor, Okinawa Prefectural
18

Government, the total production value was ¥409.911 billion with companies founded within
the Prefecture accounting for ¥230.620 billion yen (or 56.3%) and companies moving into
Okinawa from other prefectures producing ¥179.291 billion (or 43.7%).
Breaking this down by type of business, software developers turned out the highest revenue,
followed by telecommunication and networking companies, call centers, information service
providers and content producers in this order.
Figure 16. Production by Related Industries

Production by Telecommunication-Related Industries
(As of January 1st 2016)
Unit: Hundred Million
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Figure 17. Change in the N um ber of Inform ation Technology
Industry Com panies Located in Okinawa
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Source: Information Industry Promotion Division, Department Of Commerce, Industry and Labor, Okinawa Prefectural
Government

(3)	
 

Logistics-Related Industries
The construction of sales channels is an essential element for promotion of an

international logistics hub. Commercial distribution, also known as and “trade distribution,”
refers to the flow through which ownership of products is transferred through sales and other
transactions. This indicates the flow of ownership rights, money, information or other products
over the process of product distribution from producer to consumer.

1

Here, I would like to present a case study of an operation that have the potential to
expand distribution channels, including logistics. Last month when I visited the Food Expo in
Hong Kong, I talked with the Hong Kong subsidiary of a major Japanese distribution company
to exchange ideas. This company has demonstrated its motivation to develop, among other
services, a refrigerator distribution system with superior lead time and the capability to
transport products from Sapporo, Komatsu, Osaka, Fukuoka and other cities to Naha airport
and then on to cities throughout Asia by early the next morning. The company said that Hong
Kong’s role as a gateway to China is important, and that the company wanted to bring “Made in
Japan” labeled materials and products from around the country through the air cargo hub in
Okinawa and then deliver them to China and other Asian countries. The “central kitchen” which
was part of this concept was becoming a reality.2
1

I	
 Finance	
 http://www.ifinance.ne.jp/glossary/business/bus050.html

2

Central Kitchen originally refers to chain store restaurants, coffee shops, or the like, that do not have
cooking equipment inside their each of their shops, but prepare the foods centralized in one location.
Here, it is referring to the type of logistics with focused food preparation features such as Naha Airport’s
Okinawa Global Logistics Center, which allow products and ingredients to be frozen and preserved, and
go through distribution processing.
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Figure 18. Case Study of Distribution Through a H ub in Okinawa

Source: Major logistics company

(4)	
 

Potential for Econom ic Triangle of Fujian, Taiwan and Okinawa
SEMICON Taiwan 2016 is a semiconductor exhibition with nearly 700 exhibitors from

around the world occupying 1600 booths, and some 43,000 attendees. It is mainly an IT-related
exhibition showing devices employing the latest control units and other gadgets.
Two companies, which have located their operations in Okinawa Prefecture, were there
engaging with the public and marketing their products. One company can be expected to grow in
the future as it had received an order related to the latest smart phone from Apple, Inc. in the
United States and was partnering with Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (TSMC),
a company that accounts for 80% of the global share of high-performance products which serve
as the brains and other components of smart phones. The other company used advanced
technology to manufacture a flow meter for pharmaceuticals and would like to expand further in
Asia.
At the booth set up by the Okinawa Prefecture’s Department of Commerce, Industry
and Labor Industrial Site Promotion Division, prefectural representatives gave explanations
about an economic cooperation model connecting Taiwan and Okinawa. There is a comparative
advantage in such cooperation because, when products are shipped through Okinawa, they can
be labeled as “made in Japan” and preferential measures are available in special economic zones
within the prefecture as well as the advantage of exporting to FTA and EPA partner countries.
By combining these advantages, the possibility emerges of establishing an economic triangle
linking Fujian, Taiwan and Okinawa. Businesses creation can be expected and companies
established by combining advantages offered by Fujian, Taiwan and Okinawa, and thus the
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possibility emerges of forming an economic block linking Fujian, Taiwan and Okinawa in a
triangle.
Figure 19. Scenes from SEM ICON Taiwan 2016 (photos taken by the
author)

U se of the “M ade in Japan” Label
If raw materials are brought in from Fujian or Taiwan and processed in Okinawa, the
“Made in Japan” label is attached and these goods may be exported to other foreign countries.
M em orandum of U nderstanding
In April 2015, the Naha Port Authority concluded a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) on partnership ports with Taiwan International Ports Corporation, Ltd. (Chairman:
Zhi-qing Zhang), which has general administrative authority over Taiwan’s major ports. While
opening and extending prefectural shipping companies to Taiwan, the MOU strengthens the
logistics infrastructure and provides a boost to private business. It also provides for a policy that
extends cooperation to the promotion of cruise ships. In September of this year, the Okinawa
Industry Promotion Public Corporation and Taiwan’s Metal Industries R&D Center also
concluded an MOU on expanding trade in semiconductors and medical devices. Additionally, in
December, Okinawa Prefecture and Fujian Province signed an MOU on expediting customs
clearance and other procedures.
These memorandums will propel economic cooperation.
Logistics
A railway has been opened that begins in Xiamen and runs all the way to Europe
(explanation provided in a following chapter). This railway line travels through Central Asia
and on to Europe. It can be anticipated that, if raw materials or products are brought to Xiamen
from Okinawa or mainland Japan, such trade can be expanded to markets in central Asia and
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Europe where development is anticipated in the future. By combining transportation over sea,
air and land routes, lead-times can be shortened and expenditures reduced.
By scrutinizing business factors including the previously mentioned special economic
zones, use of made-in-Japan labels, Memorandums of Understanding, Free Trade Agreements,
Economic Partnership Agreements, the Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement, the
Xiamen-Europe railway line as well as market research amassed through collection of big data
from smart phones used by the foreign tourists visiting Okinawa (1.67 million in 2015) and
research conducted on developing new markets and effective logistics, then the possibility
emerges for establishing economic blocs to solidify distribution and sales channels.
Figure 20. Illustration of the Econom ic Triangle of Fujian, Taiwan and Okinawa

Source: Department of Commerce, Industry and Labor’s Asia Economic Strategy Division, Okinawa Prefectural Government

4. Asia’s “Bridgehead” and Soft Power (Foundation for Developm ent)
Asia’s “Bridgehead”
The time when policies could be launched that only take into account domestic
circumstances is over, and approaches continue to be developed in a framework encompassing
Asia. Within the scope of national policy, there are many measures that have been placed within
the framework of Asia, and some of these are functions that Okinawa should perform. The
Day-Trip Distance Economic Bloc (Figure 21), which is the distance that can be traveled in one
day from Okinawa anywhere in Asia, is expanding, and Okinawa is playing an increasing larger
role as a bridgehead to Asia.
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Pacific Crossroads of Asia
The aim is to form a distinct region serving as a “Pacific Crossroads” in the 21st century
frontier that contributes to self-sustaining development of the region and Japan and by
extension development of the economy, society and culture of the Asia-Pacific region. (The 5th
Comprehensive National Development Plan "Grand Design for the 21st Century")
Asian Gateway Initiative
The 21st century is the age of Asia. It is no longer possible to consider Japan’s economy
and society apart from the reality of globalization and particularly the upheaval occurring in
Asia. Japan must not be left behind in this Asian movement. Drawing on Asia’s dynamism,
Japan will be at the core of Asia and the world. Some of the objectives of this initiative are to
incorporate Asia's growing and vibrant economy into Japan and thereby promote new creativity
and growth, as well as play a responsible role in the development of Asia and its regional order.
(The Council for the Asian Gateway Initiative, “Asian Gateway Initiative,” May 16, 2007)
Growth Strategy	
 
As part of the Asian economic strategy, Japan is to serve as a bridge nation. It was
declared that Japan would create a continuous Asian market and Japan’s safe and reliable
systems and technology would be extended throughout Asia. While making today’s remarkable
growth in Asia even steadier and ensuring that Asia’s growth pays off in growth for Japan,
Japan needs to share with Asian countries the extensive experience, which it has accumulated
throughout the process of economic development, and serve as a bridge for growth in Asia. It will
need to concentrate its intrinsic strengths in environmental, infrastructure and other fields to
develop business throughout the Asian region in a comprehensive and strategic manner.
	
 
Special Strategic Growth Zones	
 
Okinawa Prefecture was designated a special strategic growth zone. The special
strategic growth zones have been a bold breakthrough in regulatory and systematic reform
changing the landscape of Japan’s economy and society. Their purpose is to prioritize the
promotion of structural reform of Japan’s economy and society, thereby strengthening
international industrial competitiveness, forming hubs for international economic activity and
ultimately contributing to the development of the national economy and improvement of
people’s lives.
Okinawa is to be developed into a world-class tourist resort destination and its tourism
businesses promoted by making use of diving, karate and other regional strengths. An
international innovation hub is to be formed around the Okinawa Institute of Science and
Technology Graduate University, thereby creating new business models and dramatically
increasing the number of foreign tourists as well as other visitors.
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Figure 21. Day-Trip Distance Econom ic Bloc

	
 
Source: “A Study on Japan’s Potential in Smooth Interchange and Close Partnership with East Asia” by Junichirou MURAKAMI,
Koujirou TODANI, Yasufumi ISOGAWA and Takayuki OJIMA Japan Society of Civil Engineers: Collection of Civil Engineering
Plans, Research and Lectures. Vol. 37, 2008. http://www.pref.okinawa.lg.jp/site/shoko/seisaku/kikaku/keizaitokku.html

Soft Power
Okinawa’s attractiveness, in other words its soft power to attract people, has great
potential in a time of population decline. This term was originally used by Harvard University
Professor Joseph Nye in reference to political science to refer to the “power to attract people
through policies, culture, history or other non-coercive means.” It is not hard power in terms of
military force, but the idea of resolving disputes and promoting peace through soft means such
as cultural understanding and diplomacy. Asian nations, including Japan, have attractive soft
power, which is understood to be the power of manufacturing by Toyota, Honda, Sony and other
global brands, the power of innovation of the Meiji Restoration, and the power that was
mustered to recover from the Second World War. It is this soft power that has been advocated to
revitalize the Japanese economy. Currently, this term is often used in a broader sense in the
context of developmental theory and other fields.
“Move it, Japan!” was a project chaired by University of Tokyo Professor Hiroshi
Komiyama (also a former president of the University of Tokyo) which the Japanese government
consulted to fundamentally reform the “lost Japan” of the 1990s. The measure for revitalizing
Japan is in fact very clear. For advanced nations to further develop, it is important that they
respond to higher order needs, and logic dictates that new businesses will be created if the
results of research conducted at universities addresses specific needs for achieving the world’s
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best “health and longevity, safety and reliability, comfort and environment, and educational
levels” in the world, thereby opening up new frontiers for development. The author had the
opportunity to hear this presentation in person at a meeting assembling members of industry,
government and academia, and he felt that this was exactly the path that Okinawa should take.
The reason was that the capability to respond to these needs is inherent in Okinawa’s nature,
history and culture.
Up until that point, development theory, as it applied to Okinawa, had been discussed
from the standpoints of imitating industrialization, producing products according to an
international division of labor, and other such ideas. The reason why none of these were
successful was that Okinawa held no definitive comparative advantage. Economic theory
discusses the concept of recycling. Originally, it pointed toward an industry where waste or
other refuse would be recycled and returned to production. However, when interpreted as
refreshing people and returning them to the work of production, industries such as tourism and
travel may also be recycling industries. Okinawa has a strong comparative advantage in the
economic theory of recycling. Previously, nature and culture were regarded as unrelated to the
study of economics, but these elements satisfy higher order needs, and they are essential
elements for further developing advanced nations. Okinawa has an inherent soft power that is
able to realize a life of supreme bliss and a post-industrial structure in an advanced nation.
Traditional diet and living are elements inherent in health and longevity, and these
have been coalesced into a brand that equates Okinawa’s traditional foods and medicinal herbs
with health. Children refusing to attend school in large cities have transferred to schools on
outlying islands where they recover their will to live and energy within a supportive community.
The communal society of the islands is safe and secure. There has been an increase in tourists
and people moving to Okinawa in search of Okinawa’s comfort and environment. There are no
cars on Green Island or Venice, both of which are world-class tourist destinations. If Okinawa’s
outlying islands were also established as no-vehicle tourist destinations, then they would be at
the frontier of environmental friendliness. The Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology is
literally a world-class level educational institution. In this way, Okinawa has the power to meet
higher order needs. Okinawa has the potential to be a society with a pioneering industrial
structure, in other words a society where people are able to enjoy an outstanding life and a social
industrial structure where advanced society can further develop. More than anything else, the
market has acknowledged such potential as evidenced by the Okinawa brand established by
consumers and the foreign investment that has extended its reach into hotels in Okinawa.

5.	
 

U .S. M ilitary Bases on Okinawa and its Econom y
The postwar reconstruction and development of Okinawa’s economy has taken place in

base-dependent economic pattern with the U.S. military bases serving as the axis. Even today,
the bases are still a major determinant in Okinawan society, politics and economics.
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When viewed from the perspective of “quantity,” the U.S. military bases have played a
certain role in reconstructing and developing Okinawa’s economy in a material sense. On the
other hand, in terms of “quality,” invested capital and labor have not generated expansion or
growth through market mechanisms, and the dollar-based economic system transformed
Okinawa’s economy into one dependent on import and migration such that regional industries
have not become more sophisticated, thereby “distorting” Okinawa’s economy. The U.S. military
bases are not an economic entity such as a business enterprise that actively directs its
operations toward perpetual development, so they do not self-propagate and any economy
dependent on a base is inherently limited.
Form ation of the Base-Dependent Econom y
After World War II, the decision was made for the U.S. military to occupy Okinawa over
the long-term and to construct bases. Policies were set forth one after another to specifically
implement these decisions. On October 4, 1950, in place of the previous military government,
the United States Civil Administration of the Ryukyu Islands was set up with General Douglas
MacArthur, Commander of the Far East Command, serving concurrently as governor.
On December 5, 1950, the Far East Command (FEC) Headquarters issued the
“Directive for United States Civil Administration of the Ryukyu Islands” to the Ryukyu
Commander, communicating the basic policy for governing of Okinawa. Until June 1957 when
the U.S. President’s Executive Order was issued, this directive was very important as it formed
the basic law for governing Okinawa and declared that prewar living standards be restored,
sound fiscal policies established, self-government set up and culture and education promoted.	
 
Meanwhile, in August 1949, the Soviet Union successfully tested an atomic bomb, and
Mao Zedong established a communist state in China in October of the same year. Furthermore,
in June 1950, the Korean War erupted, making an already tense situation even more so. A
series of governing policies based on the FEC Directive and the increasingly strained
international situation led to the rapid construction of bases in Okinawa.
As early as April 1950, international bidding was held for base construction. Companies
from not only the United States, but also Japan, China and Okinawa engaged in fierce
competition to secure such contracts. Over a mere two years, an unprecedented sum of $270
million was invested, creating a military construction boom almost overnight. Since that time,
U.S. military bases have been a major factor influencing Okinawa’s society and economy.
Im pact of the Base-Dependent Econom y
After World War II, the irregular organization of the U.S. military bases was
incorporated into Okinawa. Irregular in the sense that they were not based on principles
employed by industrial organizations which adopt market mechanisms, provide citizen’s welfare
(public benefit), and enhance efficiency. Okinawa has been systematically impacted and
considerably influenced by the international political situation. In fact, the bases significantly
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prescribe Okinawan society and its economy even today. Postwar recovery and development
have taken place in base-dependent economic pattern, revolving around the bases. More
specifically, what sort of impact have the bases had on Okinawa’s economy?
First, when viewed in terms of quantity, they have made a certain contribution over the
process of recovery. During a time when there was a lack of even bare necessities, such as food,
clothing and housing, immediately after the end of the war, employment in the form of military
work and income in the form of revenue from military land rents were generated. Moreover,
taverns, pawn shops, motor pools (repair shops), cleaners, restaurants and many other tertiary
industries sprouted up like mushrooms after a rainstorm. In front of base gates, cities appeared
overnight and many businesses catering to U.S. soldiers lined the streets and enjoying a
constant stream of customers, which eventually turned into cities around these gates.	
 
Assistance from the United States also underpinned this boom. The Government
Appropriation for Relief in Occupied Areas (GARIOA) and Economic Rehabilitation in Occupied
Area Fund (EROA Fund), which were set up immediately after the end of the war, are examples
of such aid. In particular, for the continued maintenance of the bases, there was an enormous
increase in aid after implementation of the “carrot and stick” approach (a new policy
implemented by President Kennedy), which necessitated economic stability of the local
population along with special procurement accompanying the Vietnam War, effectuated growth
in Okinawa equivalent to the remarkable growth of the Japanese economy in the 1960s.
However, at the same time, in terms of quality, these policies left the following sorts of
problems. First, bases are not an economic entity such as a business enterprise that seeks
sustainable growth and accumulates capital and other resources. Therefore, the Okinawan
economy, which was dependent on the bases, was limited to the extent it could develop on its
own.	
 
Looking at the change in the ratio of base dependency in Okinawa (percentage that
base-related receipts account for of gross prefectural income), this rate surpassed 50% in the
1950s when reconstruction had to inevitably begin after everything had been burnt to the
ground during the war. However, subsequently, the ratio of base dependency in Okinawa
declined to the teens in the 1970s. After the reversion in 1972 when Okinawa was incorporated
into Japan’s economy, this rate fell to single digits. Recently, it has fluctuated around 5%, which
is the lowest level ever. Economically, this decline is due to the fact that Okinawa’s private
sector economy has grown and developed, self-propagating in a macro sense, compared to the
fixed scale of the bases.
When looking at the change in military-related receipts, which is the sum total of the
provision of goods and services to the U.S. military and its accompanying entities, income from
base employment, and land rents for military land use (excluding that for the Japanese
Self-Defense Forces), from 2001 to 2013, these receipts have remained just around ¥210 billion.
In 2014, the provision of goods and services to the U.S. military rose, lifting this figure to
approximately ¥242.6 billion. This figure is broken down in order of magnitude into rents for
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military land use (excluding the Japanese Self-Defense Forces), followed by provision of goods
and services to the U.S. military then income from base employment. In 2014, the provision of
goods and services to the U.S. military reached its highest level. (Figure 40)
Figure 22

Ratio of Base Dependency in Okinawa	
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Figure 23
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Japanese Prefectures by GDP available on the Okinawa Prefecture website
http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/toukeika/accounts/accounts_index.html
Figure 24

Source: Prepared based on receipts from outside Okinawa Prefecture from the 2014 List of
Japanese Prefectures by GDP available on the Okinawa Prefecture website
http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/toukeika/accounts/accounts_index.html
Definition of U .S. M ilitary Base-Related Dem and
U.S. military bases are not an economic entity like a business, household or other such
enterprise. Although they originate employment and demand, it goes without saying that they
do lead economic activity, but are an organization with a military function. The purpose of this
report is to objectively and quantitatively understand what sort of impact the U.S. military
bases have had on Okinawa’s economy from an economic standpoint. More specifically, it is to
measure the extent that demand associated with the U.S. military bases has induced production,
employment, added value and other such economic effects.
Here, base demand is defined as the various demands derived from the U.S. military’s
execution of military functions, military acts and other such activities while stationed in
Okinawa in accordance with the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty.
More specifically, demand that satisfies the following requirements is called base
demand.
①

Japanese government expenditures for the purpose of supporting the operation,

management or maintenance of U.S. military bases and related facilities in Okinawa Prefecture.
② 	
  United States government expenditures for the purpose of supporting the operation,
management or maintenance of U.S. military bases and related facilities in Okinawa Prefecture.
③ 	
  Daily consumption expenditures of U.S. military soldiers, military related personnel,
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families and other such persons in Okinawa Prefecture.
④	
  Japanese government expenditures associated with the promotion, development as well as
the return and redevelopment of former sites of U.S. military bases and related facilities located
in Okinawa Prefecture.
These are shown in detail in Table 3.
I. Ministry of Defense: Okinawa-related budget
II. Special Action Committee on Okinawa (SACO)-related expenditures
III. U.S. Military realignment-related expenditures
IV. Base subsidies
V. Base adjustment payments
VI. Provision of goods and services to U.S. military, etc.
VII. Northern area promotion
VIII. Construction under the direct control of the U.S. military
N otes on Statistical Data
These items are classified into demand for Consumption C and demand for Investment I,
which serve as the components of demand. Wages are represented by Income Y, so multiplied by
the propensity to consume converts this to Consumption C (Y → C).
I. For (2) Fuel, lighting and water expenses as well as training relocation costs which
are “assumed by special agreement” under the Ministry of Defense’s Okinawa-related budget,
nationwide figures are listed, but those for Okinawa are hidden (＊), so these were determined
by multiplying the base area ratio. Also, the figures for (1) labor-management related expenses
and (2) independent administrative agencies under the heading of “other” are similarly hidden,
so the former was multiplied by the base area ratio, and the latter found by determining wages
(Y → C) and Consumption C from documents available from the Labor Management
Organization for USFJ Employees, Incorporated Administrative Agency (LMO).
II. Not all Special Action Committee on Okinawa (SACO)-related expenditures are
distributed within Okinawa Prefecture (according to Military Base Affairs Division, OPG), but,
here, we assume that all expenditures are executed within the prefecture.
III. The same holds for U.S. Military realignment-related expenditures, but it is
assumed that all expenditures are implemented within the prefecture.
IV & V. For base subsidies and base adjustment payments, the ratio of civil engineering
works in the municipalities is assessed and multiplied with the resulting figures treated as
Investment I.
VIII. For construction under the direct control of the U.S. military, the amount of
construction and goods procured related to U.S. military bases in Okinawa is used, for which the
U.S. government has contracted during the fiscal year 2012 (October 2011 ~ September 2012) as
determined by the Okinawa Construction Newspaper using the U.S. federal government’s
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procurement database (Ryukyu Shimpo3).
Regional consumption as a direct effect of U.S. military base-related demand is
calculated by multiplying by one as Investment I is 100%, and Consumption C is found by
multiplying by the average regional ratios.
U .S. M ilitary Base-Related Dem and
For U.S. military base demand, first the amount budgeted (FY2015) was determined.
The portions where the figures related to Okinawa are hidden were estimated based on ratios
that Okinawa bases and employees account for nationwide. That was divided by Investment I
and Consumption C, and Income Y was multiplied by the propensity to consume to convert to
Consumption C so as to determine demand. Furthermore, the economic effect within Okinawa
Prefecture was determined, so the regional yield rate (rate of self-sufficiency) was multiplied by
this to find the direct effect.
These amounts are given in Table 2. The total for Investment I and Consumption C is
¥290,025 million. The direct effect found by multiplying the regional yield rate (rate of
self-sufficiency) by that figure is ¥171,743 million.

3

ryukyushimpo.jp/news/prentry-207546.html
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Figure 2	
  Okinawa’s U.S. M ilitary Dem ands (break down)

Source: Ministry of Defense, Bureau of Local Cooperation-related Budget (Okinawa-related
expenditures) available on the Okinawa Prefecture website, Office of Okinawa, Cabinet Office:
Regarding Implementation of the Northern Area Promotion Project 2015, Okinawa Prefecture
Military Base Affairs Division: documents

This U.S. military base demand is divided into constant demand and transient demand.
II. Special Action Committee on Okinawa (SACO)-related expenditures, III. U.S. Military
realignment-related expenditures, and VII. Northern area promotion are budgets allocated for
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base realignment and are thus transitory as they will lapse once realignment is complete. The
others are disbursed constantly as long as the bases are present.
Figure 3	
  Constant and Transient Dem and

Econom ic Effect by U.S. M ilitary Bases

Based on the aforementioned U.S. military base demand, the economic propagation
effect was found using industry-related analysis.
Measurement equation
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Direct effect
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Propagation effect
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Total economic propagation effect
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Ｘ＝Ｘ１＋X2
i: Investment
c: Consumption
F（i,ｃ）: Demand
Ａ：Input coefficient table
Ｉ：Identity matrix
Ｍ：Immigration and import matrix

Ｘ１：Value from primary production (direct effect + indirect primary effect)	
  	
  	
  	
  	
 
X2：Value from secondary production (via household consumption)
Ｘ ：Economic propagation effect

	
  	
 

ｃ ：Component ratio of private consumption expenditures
ｋ ：Propensity to consume
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Local Industry Related Analysis

Eiji DOI, Ichiro ASARI, and Chikanori, NAKANO, An Introduction to Regional Input-Output Analysis of
Inter-industry Relationships, NIPPON HYORON SHA
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ｗ ：Employee income ratio
（Ｉ－Ｍ）:: Rate of self-sufficiency
M easurem ent Results

The effect from all production related to U.S. military base demand is ¥285,628 million,
and the value-added induced effect, which can be compared to gross prefectural production (the
amount from production in the industry-related analysis includes intermediate goods), is
¥154,040 million, and the employment induced effect is 32,467 people. These figures imply that
the economic effects would decrease by only these amounts if the U.S. military bases vanished.
In other words, an economic hole would open only to this extent.
The type of business that would sustain the most damage would be commercial merchandising,
followed by real estate, transportation, person-to-person services, and then food, cigarettes and
beverages in this order.
Figure 2

Com parison with Tourism Incom e
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Let’s compare the economic propagation effects from U.S. military base demand and
Okinawa’s leading sector the tourism industry. As far as direct demand, tourism income totals
¥602,214 million, and U.S. military base related expenditures are ¥117,743 million. As far as
the economic effects, the production induced effect from tourism is ¥1,064,148 million, the
value-added induced effect ¥553,976 million, and the employment induced effect 141,868 people.
As for the U.S. military base related demand, the production induced effect is ¥285,628 million,
the value-added induced effect ¥154,040 million, and the employment induced effect 32,467
people. The former significantly surpasses the latter. In other words, the tourism industry
accounts for a greater presence then U.S. military base demand in Okinawa’s economy.
Figure 25
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Department of Culture, Tourism and Sports, Okinawa Prefectural Government

Com parison of Before and After Return of Facilities

Let’s look at the economic effects before and after the return of Camp Kuwae, Camp
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Zukeran, Futenma Air Station, Makiminato Service Area and Naha Port on the basis of the
“Survey of Economic Propagation Effects, etc. Accompanying Use of Land Where Military
Troops Were Stationed” which was compiled by Okinawa Prefecture in January 2015.

5

It should be noted that in the comparison of before and after return of facilities, there
should be a separation into the economic propagation affect from land reclamation, public
facilities and other transient investment demand and the effect of constant economic activity
after completion. When viewing documentation pertaining to the latter (Figure4), the
production-induced effect is extremely high at 38 times for the Naha military port facility. This
may be interpreted as high regard for the development potential of the Naha port facility, which
is positioned in Okinawa Prefecture’s Asia Economic Strategic Initiative in terms of the
“formation of an internationally competitive distribution hub connecting Asia,” from the
perspective of a market economy comprising a city in close proximity to an airport and harbor.
The figure is 26 times for Marine Corps Air Station Futenma, which is testimony to the
high expectations for private-sector activity and use after return. The site where Marine Corps
Air Station Futenma is located is important for balanced development in Ginowan City, known
as the donut city with its center occupied by a U.S. military base and forced to develop along the
outer contours of this base. This figure of 26 times demonstrates market recognition for a city
whose location is the “navel” of Okinawa Prefecture.
The figure is 12 times for the Makiminato Service Area, and 15 times overall. The
economic development potential after return significantly exceeds any potential prior to return.
The economic propagation affect after return of these five facilities is ¥838,300 million,
which significantly exceeds the ¥285,628 million loss if all U.S. military bases in Okinawa
Prefecture vanished as mentioned earlier.
Even in a microeconomic dimension from the perspective of landowners, a phenomenon,
in which income from rent on military-use land is exceeded by income for land-use after return,
is currently taking place in Naha City’s Shintoshin district, Chatan Town’s Mihama district,
Kitanakagusuku Village’s Rycom district and other areas.	
 
Seen from the landowners’ perspective, profits are greater from the use of such assets
after return than income obtained from rent for military use. And, when viewed from the
perspective of Okinawa’s economy as a whole, land-use after return leads to the business
expansion and Okinawa’s development. This fact has brought about a paradigm shift in the base
debate away from the previous arguments related to security as well as crime, accidents in the
community, to new discussions adopting an economic approach.
One issue that has not been taken into consideration is that, when the size of the
Okinawa economy (economic pie) does not rapidly increase, the economies of existing
commercial areas and other such districts other than the returned portion stagnant even if
returned areas are prosperous. I would like to leave examination of this issue for a future
5

As stated in this investigative report, it should be noted that comparison of these cases must be
done with consideration to the changes in social and economic conditions.
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discussion.
Figure 26

Source: Okinawa Prefecture “Survey of Economic Propagation Effect, etc. Accompanying Use of Land
Where Military Troops Were Stationed,” January 2015.
http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/kikaku/chosei/atochi/houkokusho/2015chuuryuugunyoutiatochikeiz
aikouka.html
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Figure４

Source: Okinawa Prefecture “Survey of Economic Propagation Effect, etc. Accompanying Use of Land
Where Military Troops Were Stationed,” January 2015.
http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/kikaku/chosei/atochi/houkokusho/2015chuuryuugunyoutiatochikeiz
aikouka.html

6.	
 

Redevelopm ent of Form er U.S. M ilitary Bases

Return of the bases is something that the people of Okinawa wish for. Nevertheless,
many issues remain to be addressed in the process after return until the former sites are
redeveloped and urban development pursued. There is concern that if return moves forward at a
snail’s pace, then development of Okinawa’s economy will be impeded.
On land that was previously used by the U.S. military, land adjustment projects, land
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improvement projects and other public works have mainly been carried out6, but there has also
been development carried out by the private sector in achieving the redevelopment of these sites.
As a result, land has been secured for residential housing and businesses in urban districts,
needed public facilities developed, and areas used as either for agricultural land or industrial
sites.
	
 
Successful Cases of Urban Developm ent of Returned Bases

Common phenomena have been observed in areas where urban functions have been
created on former base sites and commerce has been reinvigorated. The Hamby and Mihama
districts in Chatan, Naha city’s Shintoshin and Kanagusuku districts, Okinawa city’s Awase
district and Uruma City-Gushikawa’s Midori district are some of the areas where the volume of
economic activity, which includes land rents, residential rents, commerce and industry exceeds
income from land rents for military use prior to the opening of such area, and public facilities
and other such venues have been developed transforming the living environment into a good one
through urban development that has been regarded as successful.
The following are factors for success.
(1) Blank Canvas for Returned Land

In principle, there are to be no structures left on returned base land so that urban
development plans may be designed to create a land-use concept without being tied down to
certain ideas. Agreements may be formed with regard to scenery and townscape to communicate
the image of a new town. It is not the old-fashioned town, but the image of an innovative city
which is necessary for successfully constructing urban and commercial functions.
(2) Traffic Requirements

Looking at the example of Chatan, Highway 58 lies right in front of the Hamby and
Mihama districts, which are also close to major roads to other communities, and the large
volume of traffic has been a factor in their success. Traffic volume is, in a manner of speaking,
6

The current development mainly follows the methods below.	
 
(i) Land readjustment projects (Land Readjustment Act): Urban areas shall be formed soundly
while improving and developing public facilities and by promoting utilization of residents.
(ii) New housing and urban development projects (New Housing and Urban Development Act):
Considerations must be made to develop sound urban areas and provide a large-scale area of
land with favorable dwelling environment.
(iii) New urban infrastructure projects (New Urban Infrastructure Act):
Considerations must be made to improve infrastructure in order to create sound urban areas in
large cities, contributions must be made to alleviate population concentration and the demand
and supply of housing land, with the purpose of contributing to the orderly development of large
cities.
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demand running right in front of all of these businesses, and customers may be attracted thanks
to expansive parking areas. Location of these districts, which are in close proximity to main
roads, has been a factor in their success.
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(3) Parking Areas

The trend towards an automobile society has been a major factor in the shift from actual
distance to time distance, and parking areas are a major factor drawing customers. Parking
areas operated by Chatan Town, but also those maintained by shops have significantly
increased the power to attract customers with door-to-door convenience. By contrast, parking
areas in the former urban district of Naha City and other such areas are inconvenient, leading
to a decline across the board in their ability to attract customers, and, as a consequence, these
areas have lost their vitality.
(4) Public Facilities

On returned land, parks, recreation yards, baseball fields and even beaches, marinas
and other public facilities have been erected so that people are attracted not only to shopping
but also places for relaxation and refreshment. Such facilities have also drawn tourists from
inside and outside the prefecture and serve as leisure and tourist spots.
(5) Locations of Commercial Functions (Leading Role)

Commercial functions have been located in such areas from the beginning and have
played a leading role in the expansion of urban functions. Not only with respect to returned base
land, but in any area, there is a leading role played by companies that are central to the process
of commercial functions sprouting up and developing. A synergy has emerged not only through
the complementary relationship among different types of businesses, but also through
competition among companies engaged in the same business, which forms the core of this
process.
(6) Municipalities Attracting Companies

Activities by municipalities to attract companies are also an essential factor.
Inflow of Foreign Investm ent

Today, the potential for Okinawa’s development has attracted great attention. Airlines,
energy companies as well as manufacturing and as-yet-unknown high-tech businesses have
stepped into action. People and money from around the world are flowing into Okinawa to
exploit this potential. Okinawa is no longer the frontier of Japan. The center of Asia is moving
toward Okinawa. Moreover, we are now in an age where Okinawa’s growth potential is at the
top, where returned base land is transformed into prime real estate thanks to the inflow of
foreign investment, where Okinawa has the potential to control distribution in Asia, where the
Prefecture will be a manufacturing heaven thanks to the Okinawa Mold Technology Institute,
Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology and other such institutions, and where wealthy
foreign tourists are able to fly on a helicopter to the Nago City Hilton for ¥80,000 one way.
Foreign Investment is flowing into former base sites with the Four Seasons Hotel
locating at the former Onna Communications Post, Malaysia’s Dijaya Land Development Sdn
Bhd considering the former U.S. Marine Corps Ginbaru Training Area, and GIC Private Limited,
which is the Singapore government’s sovereign investment corporation, showing interest in the
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Makiminato Service Area. This is evidence that the market has recognized the potential for
redevelopment of former base sites.
Furthermore, as was pointed out by Takaaki Yoshimoto since before Okinawa had a
tradition and explosive power equivalent to completely destroying the mainland Japan-centered
history of the state, the age of subordination when Okinawa was previously a negative asset will
be replaced with strength. Okinawa’s diversity to the extent that even family registers are
ambiguous will function as the center of Asia and become a powerful weapon. It has been argued
that Okinawa is the frontier of a “borderless state” and its potential for development is
enormous. (Source: Nikkei Business, “Okinawa’s Economic Bloc: Impact of New Industries
Attracting Asia,” Double Issue August 6 and 13, 2012)
Figure 27	
  Article from Nikkei Business

Source: Nikkei Business, “Okinawa’s Economic Bloc: Impact of New Industries Attracting Asia,”
Double Issue August 6 and 13, 2012
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Figure 28	
 

Plan for Redevelopment of Former Camp Kinser Site

Source: Nikkei Business, “Okinawa’s Economic Bloc: Impact of New Industries Attracting Asia,”
Double Issue August 6 and 13, 2012

Chatan Town	
 

Chatan Town is located in the center of the Okinawa main island approximately 16 km
from the prefectural capital of Naha city and has a population of 27,900 (as of November 2011).
It encompasses an area of 13.78 km² (March 2011), of which approximately 53% is occupied by
the U.S. military, and the redevelopment of former base sites is a major issue being addressed in
the town’s future development.
From the eastern part of the town to the central area is hilly land, and the western part
is flat, extending north and south along National Highway 58. Development and improvement of
a section of the west coastline has also moved forward through the reclamation of
publicly-owned waters and the use of former military base sites. The commercial development of
Mihama’s American Village has been highly regarded as a successful case of redevelopment of
former military land within Okinawa Prefecture. Furthermore, the Chatan Fisherina Plan has
also advanced, which aims to create a world-class waterfront area based on a “people friendly”
theme. The influx of large hotels and shopping center specialty stores has been remarkable, and
Chatan has become an attractive town that draws in many people, including tourists.
Necessity for Personnel Developm ent Hub

Although Chatan has developed economically, attracting attention as a successful case
in reusing former military base sites, a knowledge hub is necessary to further develop and
elevate culture and well-being so that Okinawa will be able to sustain development.
Okinawa’s 21st Century Vision states: “The greatest foundation for the group of islands
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with few resources that is Okinawa to develop is people. The development of people is required
who will be able to flexibly adapt to the changing times, be full of foresight and support
development. The policy that should be emphasized the most in Okinawa is education, and the
development of people. As internationalization moves forward, it is people who will adapt to
changes of the times and spin the wheel of development with their wisdom and intelligence.
People are nature’s treasure and the potential for development. The children of our people are
the rough stones of hopes and dreams to be polished so that they have the skills to adapt to the
changing times, maintain a wealth of foresight and be able to support development.
A network of knowledge will be formed and a universal education system developed, not
just scholarship that prevails globally. This will enable Okinawa to develop people equipped
with the comprehensive skills of wisdom and adaptability, in other words “human power.”
Through exchanges with Asia and the world, Okinawa will form a world-class hub of
knowledge, and work to develop people who are equipped with a global standard of knowledge,
and turnout people who are competent on a global standard.”
Okinawa’s Potential and Form ation of a Knowledge Hub

“Okinawa has significant potential as a gateway to the Asia-Pacific region and is one
frontier extending across Japan. Fully drawing on the potential that Okinawa has may also
serve as a driving force for revitalizing Japan. As countries in Asia show remarkable economic
development and human and economic exchanges are anticipated to increase dramatically in
the Asia-Pacific region, Okinawa is expected to make use of its geographical superiority in the
heart of East Asia and play an ever more important role as a hub for exchange of people, goods,
information, culture and other things and by extension a hub that contributes to the
development of Japan and the Asia-Pacific region.” (Basic Policy for the Promotion of Okinawa)
“Through cultural and other exchanges with countries overseas that are themed to consider
global issues, education for international understanding will be promoted, and training and
study abroad systems to the United States, Europe, Asia and other regions will be enriched for
junior high school students all the way up to working adults.” (Okinawa 21st Century Vision
Basic Plan)
“Sites, which were used by U.S. forces stationed in Japan and have been returned, are
available spaces that have newly been created for communities, so the prompt and effective use
of these sites needs to be advanced so that it leads to promotion of communities and also
Okinawa as a whole.” (Okinawa 21st Century Vision)
For Chatan whose development is restricted by the shackles which the bases place on it,
the establishment of a “foreign university (tentative name” as a knowledge hub on former base
land not only improves the level of education, but also contributes to the development of human
resources that will build the global society of the 21st century, thereby becoming a “bridgehead”
to Asia and the world, and significantly contributing to the self-sustaining development of
Okinawa.
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District Plans
1. Kuwae District Plan
2. M iham a District Plan
3. Fisherina District Plan
4. Kuwae-Ihei District Plan
Figure 29	
  Sunset Beach, M iham a

Figure 30	
  Chatan’s Form er Base Site

Source: Taisei Corporation, Chatan Town

Figure 31	
  Chatan’s Form er Base Site Plan
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Source: Taisei Corporation, Chatan Town
Kitanakagusuku Village: Site of Form er Awase Golf Course

The Awase Golf Course section is an area encompassing approximately 48ha of land
used by the U.S. military, which was agreed to be returned by a joint Japan-U.S. commission
held in March 1996 on the condition that the golf course’s functions be “moved to within the
Kadena munitions storage facility area (former East Onna munitions storage facility zone).
Kitanakagusku Village formulated a plan for a district with facilities forming a hub for
living and working that would include encouraging healthcare, welfare and other such facilities
to meet the needs of the aging society and forming the core for a healthcare and welfare
community (examples of facilities to be attracted include hospitals and welfare facilities), and a
district with a commercial complex and exchange facilities that would include encouraging
tourist, cultural, commercial and other such facilities which would form the core of a hub for
area-wide exchanges in terms of business, tourism and disaster prevention.
The result has been the entrance of a large commercial facility and the area is alive
with dynamism and business.
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Figure 32	
  Awase District Before Its Return

Source: Kitanakagusuku Village- Site of Former Awase Golf Course Plan, 2010

Figure 33	
 

Awase District After Its Return
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Figure 34	
 

Awase District After Its Return

出所:http://www.aeonmall.com/upload/1393563111.pdf
Source: http://www.aeonmall.com/upload/1393563111.pdf
W est Futenm a District

The possibility has emerged for a former U.S. military site that has been returned to be
transformed into a major healthcare hub. In March of the coming year, the West Futenma
Housing District in Camp Zukeran (Ginowan City) will be returned. The University of the
Ryukyus Hospital (in Nishihara Town), which was built close to 30 years ago and has been
scheduled to be rebuilt due to severe deterioration, is moving forward with plans to relocate the
facility along with the Faculty of Medicine to this site.
The proposal for the redevelopment of the site presented by Ginowan City calls for 19 to
20 ha of the total 58 ha which will be returned to be an “international healthcare hub zone.” If
the University of the Ryukyus Hospital and Faculty of Medicine relocate to this site, this move
will contribute to the economic development of Okinawa as a whole.
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Figure 5

Source: LDP Research Commission Working Team / Proposal for Creating a Hub for Developing
New Medicines in the Residential Area of West Futenma / Advance Model for Redeveloping
Former Base Sites
Urasoe City: Plan for Redevelopm ent of Form er Cam p Kinser Site

The city’s basic concept sets out five visions for the future and 10 basic goals with a
theme for urban development of “Always shining people, sea and culture: Kinser space charting
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the future of Urasoe.” On the other hand, from the perspective of promoting the development of
Okinawa Prefecture as a whole, the “Wide-Area Concept for Redeveloping Former U.S. Military
Sites in Central and Southern Urban Areas,” which was formulated by Okinawa Prefecture,
calls for a development concept for this district that creates an “international entertainment city
making use of people, sea and culture.”
Accordingly, this district will be required to play a role that leads the promotion and
development of Okinawa by making use of the favorable location facing the western coast and
close proximity to the airport. People in from both inside and outside Japan will be called on to
engage in exchange involving the community’s resources of the ocean and culture.
The concept of the basic plan has its focus on “creating a community of development
through exchange” so as to embody a “town that develops” and a “town that engages in exchange”
which are the visions of the future laid out by the basic concept.
The economic propagation effect has also been estimated. Sales, which are based on
ordinary economic activity, are forecasted to be ¥89,530 million, and the economic propagation
effect is estimated at ¥135,166 million.
The site is located along Highway 58 and has shown significant potential as a location
for commercial sites.

Figure 35	
  District Structure Policy Diagram
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Figure 6

Source: Urasoe City- “Business report on the formulation of the basic plan for the redevelopment
of Makiminato Service Area”, 2013
Figure 7

Source: Urasoe City- “Business report on the formulation of the basic plan for the redevelopment
of Makiminato Service Area”, 2013
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Naha M ilitary Port

Naha City has set out the following basic concepts and basic policies for development.7
However, there are no prospects in sight for return of Naha military port, and redevelopment of
this site has not moved forward, either. There are also plans that are no longer suited to the
current situation and need to be updated.
Currently, Okinawa Prefecture promotes itself as a metropolis adjacent to an airport
serving as an international logistics hub, and promotes itself as a metropolis close to a port. It
has considered the potential for expansion to cope with Asia’s increasing dynamism, and has
conducted surveys that also include coordinating with the Japan Self-Defense Forces and joint
use of the Naha military port.
Basic Concept

(1) Creation of a new hub supporting international exchange and trade
Utilizing the regional characteristics inherent in the close proximity to an airport and
harbor, urban development will proceed that supports international exchange and trade
throughout the prefecture.
(2) Formation of a gate to Naha city that makes use of the distinctive features of this historical
harbor
Development will be carried out that is characteristic of this gateway to Naha city,
which makes use of Omo Castle, Yarazamui Castle and other historical properties.
(3) Formation of a comfortable residential space in an urban resort
Development methods that allow for ample planting of flowers and trees as well as
creation of water amenities will be employed to realize a comfortable residential space in an
urban resort setting.
(4) Formation of a waterfront and marine recreation areas

Development will be realized so that city residents may easily utilize the urban
waterfront and participate in a diverse range of aquatic and marine recreation activities.
2) Basic Policies
(1) Creation of a Water Amenity Space

A variety of water amenity spaces will be created, including a park for promenades
along the water’s edge, water channels, man-made beaches, and so on. Additionally, water
channels will mainly be on a scale suitable for the landscape.
(2) Possibilities for Future Collaboration with the Free Trade Zone

For this area which is close to the Free-Trade Zone, consideration will be given to
maintaining facilities that may be established independently at the current stage while leaving
open the possibility for collaboration with the Free-Trade Zone in the future from the

7

	
 “Investigative report on the plan for redeveloping the former site of Naha Military Port (basic
concept) March 1996”, Naha City Department of Urban Planning, and Federation of
Landowners Association of Land Used for Military Purposes
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perspective of urban development that supports international exchange and trade.
(3) Arrangement of some fishing port functions

The use of the land around Omo Castle will generally be toward developing a marina
facility, and some fishing port functions will be configured.
(4) Consideration of new transportation system

Based on the regional characteristics of the area to be developed, it has been confirmed
that the propensity to attract customers is an important element for development, and
consideration will continue to be given to a new transportation system that includes the
monorail.
Figure 36	
  Illustration for redeveloping the form er site of Naha M ilitary Port

Source: “Investigative report on the plan for redeveloping the former site of Naha Military

Port (basic concept) March 1996”, Naha City Department of Urban Planning, and Federation of
Landowners Association of Land Used for Military Purposes
Naha port facilities present the following potential when viewed in relation to the city
function vision.
① Exchange & Contribution: Potential for formation of a waterfront urban resort that makes use
of the close proximity to the airport, port and its superior location in the city center
② Symbiosis: Potential for formation of a aquatic and maritime recreation hub that makes use of
the waterfront and historical resources
③ Industry: Potential for locating industrial functions in close proximity to the airport and port
④ Urban Structure: Potential for formation of an industrial area for logistics, processing, and
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trade in close proximity to the airport and port
○When looking at the relationship with important development themes, the following

potential is present.
① Environment & Scenery: Potential for formation of a waterfront network bringing together
water, greenery and history that makes use of historical resources (Mii Castle Site and Omo
Castle Site)
② Transportation: Potential for alleviating the overdependence on automobiles and introducing a
new public transportation system that connects multiple hubs with Naha Airport along with the
development of roads along the western coast of Okinawa
Potential for formation of a hub for maritime traffic networks
③ Commercial Functions: Potential for creation of commercial functions complementing aquatic
and maritime recreation as well as industries in close proximity to the airport and port
○Viewed from the perspective of such potential, it would be desirable for the hub port facilities

to make use of the close proximity to the airport and port, historical waterfront, city center and
other such features to form a new hub for promotion by comprehensively and systematically
advancing the “formation of an aquatic and marine recreation hub that utilizes the waterfront
and historical resources, locates industrial functions in close proximity to the airport and port,
and introduces a highly-convenient public transportation system connecting multiple hubs with
Naha Airport.”8
Figure 37

8Naha

City- Investigative Report on Former Naha Military Port Site Redevelopment

Implementation Possibilities Survey Project, March 2012
From <Consideration of Potential> ~Urban Function Vision and the Relations of the Three
Themes
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Source: “Investigative report on the plan for redeveloping the former site of Naha Military
Port (basic concept) March 1996”, Naha City Department of Urban Planning, and Federation of
Landowners Association of Land Used for Military Purposes
Outlook for Okinawa’s Econom y

Long ago, our predecessors developed a triangle of trade that extended across Southeast
Asia and China and included the Korean Peninsula as well as Japan, ultimately establishing
the “Ryukyu Era.” Later, Ryukyu (Okinawa), an island society, would be tossed around by
history, traveling a difficult path not only politically but economically too. After the return of
Okinawa to Japan in 1972, the Okinawa Promotion and Development Plan set forth the goals of
“reconciling disparity” and “creating the basic conditions for self-sustaining development” and
sought to promote Okinawa’s economy, yet economic independence has not been achieved.
However, the dynamism generated by the economies of Asian nations, including China
and extending to ASEAN and Myanmar, has been dazzling. Meanwhile, the Japanese economy
experienced the “lost 20 years” and has yet to extricate itself from a deflationary spiral. Further,
the country’s population started to decline in 2008 and is losing its former vitality. Okinawa,
which is located in the center of Asia, is positioned as a “bridgehead to Asia” and enjoys a golden
opportunity. The Okinawa Prefecture’s Asia Economic Strategic Initiative is a policy that
captures this opportunity and incorporates it into the Okinawa’s economy.
The global environment, including Asia, is changing dramatically. Unless these changes
are addressed with appropriate speed and scale, this initiative will be turn out to be a policy
that amounts to little. These opportunities must be captured up and strategic policies reinforced
and supplemented with promotion plans. The growth and development of the Asian economy
today has conferred on Okinawa’s economy a golden opportunity and we must not let this chance
slip through our fingers. We must resolutely incorporate this dynamism into Okinawa’s
economy, which will lead to the prefecture become self-sustaining.
When viewed from the perspective of “quantity,” the U.S. military bases have played a
certain role in reconstructing and developing Okinawa’s economy in a material sense. On the
other hand, in terms of “quality,” invested capital and labor have not generated expansion or
growth through market mechanisms, and the dollar-based economic system transformed
Okinawa’s economy into one dependent on imports and migration such that regional industries
have not become more sophisticated, thereby distorting Okinawa’s economy.
U.S. military bases are not an economic entity such as a business enterprise that
actively directs its operations toward perpetual development. They do not self-propagate and
any economy dependent on a base is inherently limited.
The economic effect that demand associated with the U.S. military bases created in
2015 was ¥484,820 million, the added value induced effect was ¥2,683,999 million, and the
employment induced effect was 54,696 people. These figures imply that the economy would be
adversely affected by only these amounts if the U.S. military bases vanished. In other words, an
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economic hole would open only to this extent.
The production induced effect after return of five facilities, Camp Kuwae, Camp
Zukeran, Futenma Air Station, Makiminato Service Area and Naha Port has been ¥838,300
million, which significantly exceeds the ¥484,820 million economic effect mentioned above that
would be lost if all of the U.S. military bases in Okinawa Prefecture were suddenly withdrawn.
From both micro- and macro-economic perspectives, there are greater opportunities for
business and profits after return of land used by the U.S. military than there are now with the
U.S. military having exclusive use. The fact that removal of U.S. military bases from Okinawa
would lead to its development has brought about a paradigm shift in the base debate away from
the previous arguments related to security as well as crime, accidents in the community, to new
discussions adopting an economic approach.
For Okinawa whose potential has increased on account of Asia’s dynamism, the U.S.
military bases continue to impede development. Viewed from an economic perspective, the bases
suspend any potential for development. Return of the land occupied by U.S. military bases and
transforming Okinawa’s economy into a private market is the crucial issue of our time.

Reference
Redevelopm ent of form er U.S. m ilitary bases
U.S. m ilitary bases

Even today some 70 years after World War II, the small island of Okinawa, which
accounts for a mere 0.6% of Japan’s land area, is home to U.S. military bases occupying a large
area equivalent to approximately 74% of all the U.S. military exclusive-use facilities in Japan.
The U.S. military bases occupy approximately 10% of Okinawa Prefecture’s land. Most
of all, they take up roughly 18% of the Okinawa main island where population and industry are
concentrated.
Number of facilities: 33
Facility land area: 23,098ha
Number of U.S. military exclusive-use facilities: 32
U.S. military exclusive-use facility land area: 22,730ha
Total member of military soldiers, military related personnel and families: 47,300 people
Military soldiers: 25,843 people
Military related personnel: 1,994 people
Families: 19,463 people
(Number of facilities and land area: current as of March, 2014, number of military soldiers, etc.:
current as of June, 2011)
Figure

Reference-1
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Source: Outline of the Facilities and Zones Provided by the U.S. Military
http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/chijiko/kichitai/579.html
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Source: U.S. Military Bases and Japan Self-Defense Force Bases (compilation of statistical data),
March 2016, available at
http://www.pref.okinawa.jp/site/chijiko/kichitai/22366.html
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